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Nature is embedded in us

Man and Nature in interaction
Human evolution
Perception – action cycle
Biophilia
Biophilic design
Fractal perception
Challenges
Discussion
Arcimboldo, 1527-1593

We are also embedded in a
complex web of life

Man as part of a
complex web of
life
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The history of the Universe

How can Man fit into the web of Life?

Escher
1898-1972

The history of life on Earth

The history of life on Earth

Life has evolved different systems for an
increasingly complex behaviour

Information (bits)

The history of the Universe

12

Time (years from now)
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The tree
of Life

The brain size for different animals

The frontal lobe and language
centers have developed most
during human evolution

The evolution
of the brain –
from fish to
man

The brain development of a fetus

The human
brain –
the most
complex
system
known

The frontal lobes are associated with our
experience of time and self.
The human language and self-consciousnesss
seems unique in the animal kingdom.
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The brain enables us to

Perception - action
Our senses receive different
aspects of the world
hearing

• store (the past)
• experience (the present)
• predict (the future)
patterns in Nature.

Muscles are activated
for action

taste

In the brain the percepts
are bound together and
models are formed

vision

smell
feelingl

What determines/guides
our actions?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current perceptions
Unconscious signals
Past experiences (consc/unconsc)
Education
Motivation
Emotions
Attitudes, opinions
Drives, goals
Social/environmental influences
….

The neural networks of the brain develop
much during the first years of life
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The brain develops differently in
poor and rich environments

Communication is important….

… and social interaction….
Interaction with others is essential
for the development of mind
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Interaction within and without
Consciousness
increases with
increasing
complex
interactions

Necessity of Experience
“The brain is prone to weave the mind from the
evidences of [nature], not merely the minimal contact
required to exist, but a luxuriance and excess spilling into
virtually everything we do. People can grow up with the
outward appearance of normality in an environment
largely stripped of plants and animals. Yet something
vitally important would be missing, not merely the
knowledge and pleasure that can be imagined and might
have been, but a wide array of experiences that the
human brain is peculiarly equipped to receive.”

Connection of Human and Natural Systems
Quality of Life

Connection to Place

Environmental Values (Biophilia)

Landscape Features and Structure
E.O. Wilson
Environmental Function and Quality
(S Kellert)

Basic Human Need for Nature

Biophilia
An inherent inclination to affiliate with natural
systems and processes is instrumental in
human health, productivity, and physical and
mental well-being
(S Kellert & EO Wilson)

36
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Biophilia – a Weak Biological Tendency
Inclination to affiliate with nature, a weak genetic learning
rule whose adaptive development depends on:
– Adequate and recurrent experience
– Learning and socialization
– Social and cultural reinforcement
– Familiar and secure connection to place
Particularly during childhood

Fitness in Adaptive Response to Natural
Stimuli
Our physical and mental capacities
evolved to support responses to
natural stimuli that had consequences
for human survival and reproductive
success (fitness) throughout human
history.
Human brain and intelligence
developed various modular capacities
to cope with the natural world (plants,
time, space, weather, water, etc).
These emotional and intellectual
responses became biologically
encoded and continue to be provoked
by information-processing modules in
the brain.
(S Kellert)

Ecologically Relevant Information Instrumental in
Human Evolution and Survival
Light
Location
Time
Reflectivity
Color
Pattern
Texture
Shape
Odor
Sound
Movement

We also find delight in the fractal
geometry of many natural
phenomena

AllAll
these
areuniversally
universallyappealing
appealing
thesescenes
scenes are

Fractal geometry
Self-similarity

Fractal geometry is an example of
complexity that balances order and
disorder also in design and artefacts

Studies by C Hägerhäll (SLU)

(Hägerhäll)
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Average D values are most appreciated and are most like
natural structures ans sceneries

Fractal dimension D
Certain values of D
seem to promote
cognitive functions and
mental well-being

Nature

Man

Computer
(Hägerhäll)

D 1.14

D 1.32

D 1.51

D 1.70

(Hägerhäll)

Electroencephalography, EEG

(Hägerhäll)

(Hägerhäll)

Even in Modern World Contact with Nature
Continues to Confer Fitness
F3F4






P3P4




Alpha tends to increase
for intermediate values
(1.3) of D, in particular
in frontal lobes. This is
associated with a
relaxed mental state
and happiness.



F3F4



Stress reduction
Attentional capacity
Problem solving
Mastery skills
Critical thinking
Exploration and discovery
Imagination and creativity
Health and healing
Performance and
productivity

(S Kellert)
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Health Studies

Scientific Evidence for Biophilia


Contact with nature fosters
recovery from illness and surgery



Workers in office settings with
natural lighting and ventilation
perform better, have lower stress,
greater motivation



Contact with nature enhances
higher order cognitive functioning
including concentration and
memory



People living near open spaces
experience fewer health and social
problems

Gall bladder surgery – patients
matched demographically,
randomly assigned 2 rooms – 1
with window view of vegetation,
other brick wall
“Patients with the nature window view
had shorter post-surgical hospital
stays… fewer minor post-surgical
complications, far fewer negative
comments in nurses’ notes…The
wall view patients required far
more potent pain killers.”

(S Kellert)

(S Kellert)

Factory Studies

Work Place Studies


Workers with window views report
less frustration, greater
satisfaction, better health than
workers without window views or
natural lighting



Workers in windowless rooms with
plants work more efficiently, have
lower blood pressure, greater
attention



Workers tested before and after
manufacturing plant renovation
that included natural ventilation,
daylighting, restored landscape,
and other green features



After 9 months
– 22% increase worker productivity
– Significant improvement worker
motivation, emotional satisfaction,
lower absenteeism, stress
– 20% increase ‘sense of well being’

(S Kellert)

(S Kellert)

Outdoor Recreation Studies

Companion Animal Studies


PSYCHOLOGICAL
IMPACTS

SOCIOLOGICAL
IMPACTS

PHYSICAL
IMPACTS

Self-concept

Compassion

Fitness

Self-confidence

Cooperation

Skills

Self-esteem

Respect

Strength

Actualization

Communication

Coordination

Well-being

Friendship

Exercise

Values clarification

Belonging

Balance

Hundreds clinical reports show
contact with companion animals
can enhance healing and well being
– patients with chronic brain
syndrome, autistic children, persons
facing surgery, recovering from
illness
– Recovery from heart attack study:
matched symptoms and demographics
- 1 group received conventional
treatment, other exposed companion
animals
“Mortality rates among people with
pets one-third that of patients
without pets”

(S Kellert)

(S Kellert)
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Evolutionary Logic of Biophilia

Community Studies

Human history did not begin 10,000 years ago with the
invention agriculture, 5000 years ago with the invention
city, 500 hundred years ago with the invention industrial
system, or 100 years ago with the advent electronic
technology. Instead, human body and especially mind
evolved in a biological not artificial or engineered world.

New Haven Watershed Study


Strong correlation of
environmental quality,
values nature, human
quality of life in 18 subwatersheds



Findings occurred in urban
and non-urban
communities, and among all
education and income
groups

(S Kellert)

Human Mind and Sensory Systems
Evolved in a Bio-centric Not
an Artificial or Human-created World

(S Kellert)

If Biophilia Human Evolutionary Adaptation,
Should Also be Found in Nonhuman Primates
Adaptive benefits of nature contact identified in
nonhuman primates (Verbeek and de Waal):
 Exploration
 Exploitation
 Social learning
 Attachment and belonging
 Identity
 Investigation and discovery
 Emotional mediation
 Tool use
 Pleasure and wonder
 Avoidance of danger

(S Kellert)

In Humans, Biophilia Shaped by Learning and
Experience through Bio-cultural Values of Nature
Simple Definition

Adaptive Benefit

Aesthetic

Physical attraction of nature

Curiosity, creativity, imagination

Dominionistic

Mastery and physical control

Humanistic

Emotional attachment to aspects
of nature
Spiritual reverence and ethical
concern
Direct experience and
exploration

Physical fitness, self-confidence,
mastery skills
Bonding, social skills, affect,
cooperation

Moralistic
Naturalistic
Negativistic

Fear and aversion

Scientific

Systematic and empirical study

Symbolic

Nature in language and
expressive thought
Practical and material
exploitation

Materialistic

Biophilic Design
Building and landscape designs that enhance
human physical and mental well-being by fostering
positive connections between people and nature in
places of cultural and ecological significance

Order, meaning, moral
development
Exploration, discovery,
independence
Protection, safety, awe
Empirical knowledge, critical
thinking problem solving
Communication, expressive
thought, mental development
Physical sustenance, exploitive
skills, material security

(S Kellert)
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Biophilic Design
Biophilic Design is an innovative way of designing the places where we live,
work, and learn. We need nature in a deep and fundamental fashion, but we
have often designed our cities and suburbs in ways that both degrade the
environment and alienate us from nature. The recent trend in green architecture
has decreased the environmental impact of the built environment, but it has
accomplished little in the way of reconnecting us to the natural world, the
missing piece in the puzzle of sustainable development.
Come on a journey from our evolutionary past and the origins of architecture to
the world’s most celebrated buildings in a search for the architecture of life.
Together, we will encounter buildings that connect people and nature - hospitals
where patients heal faster, schools where children’s test scores are higher,
offices where workers are more productive, and communities where people
know more of their neighbors and families thrive. Biophilic Design points the
way toward creating healthy and productive habitats for modern humans.
63

Environmental design

(S Kellert)

Ecodesign
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Biophilic Design
“Many of the world’s most
revered buildings contain
biophilic features. That is, they
contain the “essence” of natural
objects without being exact
copies. They draw on design
principles of natural forms.”
J.
Heerwagen

(S Kellert)

Biophilic Design

Elements of Biophilic Design


Environmental Features



Natural Shapes and Forms



Natural Patterns and Processes



Light and Space



Place-based Relationships



Evolved Relationships to Nature

Hundertwasser Village, Vienna

Studies by Stephen Kellert (Yale)
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Biophilic Design

Biophilic Design

Sydney Opera House
Gaudi cathedral, ”La Sagrada
Familia”, Barcelona

71
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Biophilic Design

Biophilic Design

”Bird nest”, Beijing

Singapore

Anthroposophist Village, Järna
(Sweden)
73

Biological clocks
Nearly all organisms, from bacteria to plants to
humans, have biological clocks that help maintain
rhythms.
Molecular "clocks" in the brain create natural cycles in
many body traits, such as blood pressure and
temperature. These clocks, which can be reset by
sunlight, are controlled by special genes. Knowledge of
these clocks is leading to an improved understanding of
biological cycles and new ways of treating disorders
such as insomnia.
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Biological clocks
"All biological clocks are adaptations to life on a
rotating world"
William Schwartz (Professor of Neurology at the University of
Massachusetts Medical School).

Biological clocks allow organisms to assess and
respond to the oscillating environmental rhythms that
result from the Earth's movements via the generation of
biological rhythms.

Types of biological rhythms with a geophysical counterpart:
Length
12.4
hours

Name

Chronobiologic
al Name

tidal

CIRCA TIDAL

crab activity on shoreline

CIRCA
SEMILUNAR

-

14.8 days 29 days

Example

month
menstrual cycle, marine
CIRCA LUNAR
-ly
reproduction.

365 days yearly CIRCANNUAL

rutting in deer, gonad
development.

24 hours daily

sleep-wake cycle.

CIRCADIAN

CONSCIOUSNESS

Attention

Intention
COGNITION

Perception

Action

EXPLORATION
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We are living in a world of emergent evolution,
with infinite possibilities, entangled in a web of
life, with the future of our own and other species
in our hands. Let us carefully explore our outer
and inner universes, cultivating our relations. This
may be our only chance!

Increasing consciousness
Larger/more complex
brain

Conscious choice
Insight of consequences

Higher consciousness
self-awareness

Responsibility, ethics

Challenges
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Design a new biophilic city hall for Uppsala
Design a new biophilic university building in
Uppsala
Design a biophilic public transport method for
Uppsala
Design a biophilic park/meeting place
Design your own biophilic house with garden
Design a biophilic office
Design a biophilic furniture

Thank you for
your attention!
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